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Bathing beauties

Turkish Delight!
Simply called Kapali Çarsi or ‘covered market’ in Turkish, Istanbul’s humongous Grand Bazaar is the place where
you will find all the right ingredients to kit your home out like a Sultan’s palace, discovers Raul Dias

(cotinued from page 1)
>> Seniors
When designing a bathroom
for this age-group, it is
necessary to keep it clutter-free
by opting for straight lines,
avoiding step treatments in
floor and providing adequate
lighting. It helps to provide
more counter space with
adequate storage and have less
accessories strewn around.
Soothing colours and soft
textures in wall coverings and
non-slip flooring add
sensitivity to the space.
Lustrous or reflective tiles help
to create volume and add
depth to the bathroom. Having
said that, the bathroom doesn’t
necessarily have to look ‘old’
and boring. You could still add
that special touch by providing
indirect lights around the edges to highlight particular textures or use
ornate mirrors for a classy look.
>> Guest bathroom / powder room
The most important factor to keep in mind for this particular
bathroom is that the guest is unlikely to spend a lot of time in this
place. This is one place where you are at liberty to experiment with
innumerable looks from classy
contemporary to old-world rustic or
just modern minimalist. You can add
a lot of drama to this place to set the
mood for entertainment. This could
be achieved by using rich wall
coverings, or adding lustrous tiles or
creating an eye-catching washbasin
counter. Indirect and mood lights go
a long way in helping to enhance the
ambience to give it that perfect look
for your evening party!
Apart from the various themes and
concepts for designing stylish
bathrooms, you could create your own
design elements by arranging aroma
candles, fresh flowers in tubs, aquatic
animals and other objets d’art to lend
your own identity to the space.

Objet d’art
Although the festival of Ganesha is
nearing the end,
Ganesha is the lovable God of all seasons. Everyone
from artists, to
sculptors to craftsmen have attempted to cast him in
their various
moulds. Here are a
few Ganeshas that
you can get home

Finding the colour wasn’t so much of a
bother as was convincing the owner of
the famed, 1920 established Anatolian
Carpets to sell me the kilims for my
suggested price of TRY 64 (approx. Rs
2,000). As proprietor of one of the
oldest shops in Kapali Çarsi, the owner
of Anatolian Carpets is a legend
himself, having sold carpets and kilims
to Hollywood royalty like Sharon Stone
and Robert De Niro and bargaining isn’t
one of his things he had me know. But
nonetheless, my good old Indian
bargaining skills worked their magic on
him and the two turquoise kilims with a
tasseled border were dispatched off to
the nearby courier shop to be shipped
back to Mumbai.

Istanbul is a kind of city that
begs you to pay obeisance to all
those typically Turkish clichés
like bathing in a hamam, sailing
down the placid waters of the
Bosphorus River, watching a Whirling
Dervish performance etc. But there is
also one cliché that is just as therapeutic
as it is chaotic. Shopping in a grand old
bazaar! So, freshly scrubbed and
thoroughly invigorated after my hour
long, three-part exfoliation / massage /
bathing session at the nearby
Çemberlitas Hamam, I sauntered down
to Istanbul’s mighty Kapali Çarsi
covered market with a ‘to buy’ list as
long as my monthly credit card
statement.

ingenious Turks have overcome this
obstacle by coming up with inflatable
ones that need you to simply have
strong lungs, not body builder-like
biceps! Quickly snapping up the quartet
without any bargaining, I forged ahead
amidst the surging crowd of fellow
shoppers.
With the big buys were over and done

As proprietor of one of
the oldest shops in Kapali
Çarsi, the owner of Anatolian
Carpets is a legend himself,
having sold carpets and
kilims to Hollywood royalty
like Sharon Stone and Robert
De Niro
A quick glance at my list let me know
that I still had to find and subsequently
buy a set of typically Turkish Ottoman
Poufs for my bedroom. A set of four
black leather upholstered inflatable
Ottoman Poufs that were on sale caught
my bargain hungry eye not just for their
amazingly low price of TRY 52 (approx.
Rs 1,600) for the lot, but for their

Opened in 1461, Kapali Çarsi is one of
the largest and oldest covered markets in
the world, with more than 58 streets
and over 1,200 shops which attract
between 250,000 and 400,000 visitors
daily. As a visitor on a super fast retail
therapy mission with just two hours to
spare, I quickly headed in the direction
of the ‘lamp street’ as my Turkish friend
Feliz suggested, to pick up some of the
most beautiful lamps one can find in the
world. True enough, lamp street was like
a treasure trove of stunning glass, hand
blown lamps in every possible hue and
shape. A matching pair of blue and
white hanging chain lamps with a brass
top and base caught my attention and
the asking price of 55 Turkey Lira

(TRY ) was brought down (after some
good natured bargaining of course!) to
TRY 47 (approx Rs 1,455). Neatly

With a spot of selfgratification over and done
with, my altruistic side took
over as I went looking for
some ornate Turkish rugs

packed, first in bubble wrap and then in
a cardboard box, I triumphantly carried
away my identical twin lamps that
would soon find prime position at the
two ends of my Mumbai living room.
With a spot of self-gratification over
and done with, my altruistic side took
over as I went looking for some ornate
Turkish rugs for my friend’s new
restaurant. With a rather frugal budget
of just Rs 2,000, I was to find two rugs
or kilims as they are called in Turkish
that had to be in the shade of turquoise.

uniqueness. Usually Ottoman Poufs are
heavy overstuffed seats that cannot be
lugged around very easily. But the

with; it was the knick-knacks that
needed to be bought. With a measly half
hour left, I quickly picked up a set of six
ceramic goblets for TRY 23 (approx Rs
712) and a ceramic plate with a Dervish
painted on it for from a very colourful
pottery stall with an even more colourful
owner with a penchant for old Raj
Kapoor songs – Awara Hoon being his
choice du jour! With a pair of brown
glass vases with a swirling pattern for
TRY 50 (approx Rs 1,548) and set of
three glass globes and moon patterned
table decorative objets d'art for TRY 65
(approx Rs 2,013) as my final purchases,
I left the covered comfort of the market
and hit the sweltering streets of Istanbul
once again, fully satisfied that most of
my Turkish clichés had met fruition!

Old furniture
needn’t be
junk. It
requires
a little work
and some
imagination to
visualise the
possibilities
that it holds

RAVISSANT:The
Silver Ganesha, pure
sterling silver all

Something old something new
handcrafted a and
hallmarked with 92.5
per cent purity
LLADRO: Lladro has
this season, come out
with a series of musical Ganeshas . These

depict Ganesha playing different musical
instruments. Each one
is a piece of art and
limited edition (3,000
units each).

When the spirit is willing and the flesh is weak, Dhanishta Shah helps
you take a step forward when it comes to turning old furniture to new
A lot of us are very attached to
our furniture pieces. They
have been with us for years.
There is an emotional value to them especially if they are passed down from generations. It is dreadful to imagine discarding
them, but, they may no longer fit in your
current décor. Their condition has weathered with time. Even if they are in good
shape, they may look too predictable. The
mind wants to get rid of them, but the
heart does not agree. There is good news
here: you can retain that old piece of furniture and still give it a new look! Read on…
>> PAINT AWAY…
Aarohi Singh, an artist who paints on different media to create home décor products, opines that old furniture can be revamped with a new coat of paint or polish
in either the old finish or with a radically
different colour. She recounts a project
where she painted a new lease of life on an
old piece. “I thoroughly enjoyed painting
on an old Zamindar’s cupboard and two
old rosewood chairs. The client about to
junk them when I was called in to do
something radically different. The cup-

be salvaged, with a little help from your
carpenter. Old antique door frames can be
used as décor on walls to give the house an
antique-classic look. They can also be used
as table tops. Just attach legs and put glass
above it! Carved wooden pieces could be
used as faux columns supporting walls. If
the piece is thick, put a small round glass
over it and you’ve got an antique centre
table!

board got a new tropical theme. The chairs
were painted as time stamp chairs of the
client’s two kids. They depicted their hobbies and interests. They are now used as
study table chairs for them,” she adds.
>> UPHOLSTER
Changing the upholstery will give the old
piece a completely new look. So, that old
brown armchair can metamorphose into a
colourful funky one. Old sofas, chairs and
seats can be immediately transformed in
the same way. Choose the upholstery material to suit the look of the room where
you will ultimately put the piece.
>> MENDING IT
“It is important to see if the piece requires
repair, before looking at the aesthetics,”
states Singh. Bachubhai Furiya, proprietor
of Novelty Arts at Malabar Hill often
turns worthless ‘junk’ into beautiful pieces
one can be proud of. “We scrape off the old
polish, mend holes, get appropriate treatment done and set things right before we
coat it again,” he says. Mending an old
piece gives it an instant face lift.

●● Above: Arohi Singh’s old to new
artworks

>> BITS AND PIECES
Sometimes we have furniture that has become quite unusable in terms of its condition. Yet, there are pieces from it that can

>> CHANGE THE PURPOSE
When you see a furniture piece in the
same place and used for the same thing for
years together, it becomes drab and boring.
Just shift it around and change the way it’s
used to add some spice. An old trunk could
become a footrest or coffee table. The good
old kitchen stool can be painted in a funky
way and kept in your teen’s room. It could
also double up as a small centre table.
Imagination frees the limits here!
>> SOME LITTLE CHANGES
“It is also possible to change the entire
piece by selectively or creatively changing
the knobs or handles. Another option is to

decoupage or stencil the piece,” says Singh.
Thus, by making seemingly miniscule
changes, the furniture can look strikingly
different. Think of how you can make
small alterations to create a big impact. If
you plan to use that old chest of drawers in
your child’s room, maybe you can have
knobs with her favorite characters put on
them. A plain table or stool can be spiced
up by adding a picture on the top by the
decoupage technique.
>> RESTORE TO A NEW GLORY!
“I think it is important to not lose the
essence of the period the furniture belongs
to, in case it is vintage,” says Singh. In this
case, restoration of old furniture is an option. Anand Gandhi and Chikki Doshi,
from the ‘House of Mahendra Doshi’ give
an insight into the process of furniture
restoration, “Every piece is opened up in
the same manner as it was originally made.
With great care, expertise and precision it
is cleaned and repaired (that’s the challenging bit!) and then it is put back together.
Following this, a series of cosmetic changes
may be done. The piece has to be given a
good finish. And then, an old forgotten
furniture piece is given a new lease of life!”
Old furniture needn’t ever be classified
as junk. It requires a little working on, and
a lot more imagination to visualise the possibilities that it holds. If you believe that,
then what Furiya says would really make
sense, “Don’t ever throw away any wooden
thing!”

